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Introduction 

Since 2008, the DesignLights Consortium® (DLC) has established minimum quality and efficiency 

specifications for high-performance LED lighting. In partnership with utilities, manufacturers, and 

lighting stakeholders across North America, the DLC has raised the bar for quality and efficacy of LED 

lighting products, accelerating LED lighting adoption and helping to ensure the benefits of the 

technology are realized. The DLC’s core mission is to drive efficient lighting by addressing quality, and 

this continues to be a central aspect of the DLC’s proposals for updated Technical Requirements. 

The Version 5.0 revision to the SSL Technical Requirements will continue to expand the value 

proposition and benefits of LED lighting by improving the quality of light and controllability of products 

on the SSL Qualified Products List (QPL). The DLC has proposed new quality of light requirements for 

color, glare, distribution, and flicker along with requirements for lighting control aspects of dimming 

compatibility and integral controls.  

Quality of light encompasses the characteristics of lighting that impact productivity, performance, 

comfort, mood, safety, health, and wellbeing. New proposed lighting control requirements will support 

additional energy savings while advancing quality of light benefits through the control of lighting. This 

comprehensive approach will help ensure high-quality products are listed by the DLC, superior 

performing products can be differentiated, and additional energy savings can be realized.  

Figure 1: SSL Version 5.0 Objective, Focus Areas, and Desired Outcomes 
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High Level Objectives 

A cornerstone objective of the V5.0 revision is to provide greater understanding of the quality of light 

and controllability performance of DLC listed products. New metrics and information on glare, color 

quality, and flicker are proposed along with new information on lighting control capabilities. This new 

information will provide more options for QPL users, enable differentiation of higher-quality products, 

and lead to new opportunities for lighting decision-makers to choose products appropriate to their 

needs. With this additional information on quality, the DLC will continue to drive adoption of high 

quality and controlled lighting, leading to better lighting environments for people and greater energy 

savings. 

Figure 2: Version 5.0 Outcomes by Audience 
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Conceptual Level Specification 

This first draft of the V5.0 requirements is issued as a conceptual level specification. It does not contain 

the detailed specification language and requirements that will appear in the final version. 

Implementation questions, such as when and how existing products will need to be updated to meet the 

new requirements, have not been determined or included in this draft. The DLC is seeking input at the 

conceptual stage from all stakeholders before developing the detailed specification and implementation 

requirements, which will be available in the next draft and released for a second round of comment.  

When reviewing this draft, reviewers should note that each topic area includes a Key Questions section 

where the DLC identifies areas of desired feedback. The V5.0 Comment Form, provided with this draft, 

is pre-populated with these questions. The DLC requests that reviewers communicate their feedback on 

these specific questions and any additional topic areas of the V5.0 draft using the comment form 

provided. The DLC is looking to identify any major questions and complicating issues with this draft and 

ideas stakeholders have for solutions to address them. Comments from this first draft will be discussed 

in depth at the upcoming DLC Stakeholder Meeting April 1-3 in St. Louis, Missouri. Interested 

stakeholders should register for this event as soon as possible. 

The DLC expects two or more iterations of stakeholder review as the specification develops from this 

conceptual level to a final version that will be used to qualify products. 

Research Summary 

In developing this V5.0 draft, the DLC conducted over one hundred interviews with topic experts and 

stakeholders, including manufacturers, designers, specifiers, researchers, utilities, and others. Online 

surveys for each topic (glare, distribution, color quality, flicker, controllability, and circadian wellness) 

were also distributed to large numbers of DLC stakeholders with several hundred responding. With each 

topic, the DLC sought answers to key questions: 

• Is it useful and valuable for the DLC to address the topic? What are the potential benefits? Are 

there unintended consequences of the DLC addressing a topic?  

• What is the current state of science and metrics for each topic? What are the potential benefits 

and shortcomings of any metrics? What has been the experience of using these metrics? 

• How are metrics determined, tested, and reported? Is it feasible and appropriate for the DLC to 

include these metrics in its policies and QPL? 

The requirements and metrics in this V5.0 draft are informed by the findings of this research and 

outreach. It should be noted that several of the topics addressed in this draft, including glare, 

distribution, flicker, color quality, and circadian wellness, continue to be researched. Existing metrics for 

these topics may have known shortcomings and in some cases the industry may not have settled on 

which metrics to use or on appropriate performance criteria. 

The DLC has carefully considered the feedback of experts in developing this draft. Each topic has been 

evaluated for the value, benefits, shortcomings, and state of the science and industry in what is 

proposed. Additional discussion of these issues and rationale is provided with each topic in this draft.  

https://www.designlights.org/news-events/events/2019-dlc-stakeholder-meeting/
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Specification Focus Areas 

The DLC takes a holistic view of lighting product performance beyond efficacy. The DLC criteria for 

qualification have always included requirements for quality of light (light output, CRI, CCT, chromaticity, 

zonal lumen distribution), reliability (warranty, luminous flux maintenance, driver testing), and safety 

(third party safety certification). Version 5.0 builds on this comprehensive approach to incorporate new 

aspects of quality and performance.  

The V5.0 revision focuses on three specific areas: efficacy, quality, and controllability. This V5.0 draft 

considers the trade-offs between and among efficacy, quality, cost, safety, and human-affecting factors 

of lighting. The DLC recognizes that quality must go hand-in-hand with efficacy if long-term energy 

savings are to be realized. The DLC also recognizes the risk of products that push efficacy at the expense 

of quality factors, which can leave customers unsatisfied and/or negatively impact human health or 

wellbeing. Incorporating quality aspects ensures that the market is not driven toward poor performing 

products, while at the same time saving energy through highly efficacious and controllable products.  

Figure 3: Version 5.0 is a comprehensive approach to the future of the SSL QPL 
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Policy and Process Improvements 

The DLC solid-state lighting product qualification program has driven change in the commercial lighting 

industry for both product design and LED performance, and has provided a basis for incentivizing the 

installation of energy saving products for more than ten years. During this period, the program has 

grown to include many new categories and product types, and as products have evolved, the policies 

have been updated to allow flexibility for qualification.   

As the DLC looks to increase the impact of the program and drive better quality of light with policy 

additions and enhancements in Version 5.0, the SSL product qualification program will be streamlined 

where possible. The DLC is actively working to improve the submitter experience. This includes reducing 

application processing time, streamlining the program and policy documentation, and increasing 

manufacturer support resources, where appropriate. 
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Draft Technical Requirements:  1 

Efficacy 2 

SSL V5.0 Efficacy Update 3 

Rationale 4 

For SSL Technical Requirements V5.0, the DLC is proposing a smaller efficacy increase for most product 5 

categories relative to prior revisions. This is due to two primary factors: first, while LED package-level 6 

efficacy continues to improve, these improvements are occurring at a slower pace than in the past. 7 

Efficacy improvements of LED devices are expected to be more incremental going forward, barring 8 

major breakthroughs in technology. 9 

Second, the DLC conducted extensive analysis and research to understand the relationship between 10 

efficacy, product cost, and quality of light. This research and analysis found that a large increase in 11 

efficacy requirements may have the unintended consequence of driving the market towards products 12 

that are higher cost and/or have higher glare and poor light distribution, both of which can slow the 13 

technology adoption and associated energy savings.  14 

Table 1: Average efficacy increases of previous revisions of the Standard SSL Technical Requirements 15 

Year SSL Version Average Efficacy Increase 

2011 1.6 25% 

2013 2.0 17% 

2015 3.0 n/a 

2016 4.0 27% 

2019 5.0  9.6% (proposed) 

 16 

It is important to understand that while higher efficacy levels will certainly lead to additional energy 17 

savings, the rate at which new savings are captured has decreased due to a maturing technology. In 18 

other words, as wattage decreases there are diminishing returns from gains in energy efficiency. While 19 

LEDs remain highly efficacious, the benefits realized from an increase in efficacy are less now than in the 20 

past, which was considered in developing these requirements. The DLC chose to focus on the additional 21 

energy savings and benefits that can be achieved by optimizing the quality of light and controllability 22 

performance of lighting.   23 
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Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements 24 

The SSL V5.0 proposal includes efficacy changes for Standard products as shown in Table 2 and takes 25 

into account research, analysis, and outreach conducted by the DLC. At this time, the DLC has not 26 

proposed efficacy levels for DLC Premium. These recommendations represent a DLC Standard classified 27 

product-weighted average increase to efficacy of 9.6%. 28 

Table 2: Current and draft V5.0 efficacy levels for Standard products, by General Application 29 

General 

Application 

Current V4.4 

Requirements 

V5.0 Draft 

Requirements 
Rationale 

Troffers  100 lm/W 105 lm/W 

≈ 5% efficacy increase. Troffers and linear ambient 

products are very sensitive to changes in efficacy, 

based on DLC research and outreach. These 

categories would also suffer the biggest negative 

consequences from any tradeoffs in quality, 

particularly glare and CRI. As such, stakeholders 

indicated that efficacy requirements for indoor 

categories are among the most difficult to 

meet/exceed while also balancing quality of light 

and cost. Diminishing returns in efficiency have 

lessened the potential impact within these 

categories in particular. Finally, these categories 

are the most likely to include networked lighting 

controls, which can capture additional savings. 

These proposed levels will trail behind the DOE 

projection1 (123 lm/W by 2020). 

Linear 

Ambient  
105 lm/W 110 lm/W 

Outdoor – 

Low Output 
90 lm/W 100 lm/W 

≈ 10% efficacy increase. DLC analysis indicates 

moderate room for improvement in the outdoor 

categories, and utility analysis showed similar or 

slightly less impact for these products market-wide 

than the QPL in terms of products delisted due to 

increasing requirements. Outdoor products may 

have a greater cost sensitivity to changes in 

efficacy, so a significant efficacy increase is not 

proposed. CRI is less of a concern for outdoor 

luminaires, however glare tradeoff could be a 

consequence should the efficacy levels increase 

considerably. These proposed levels for outdoor 

luminaires align with the DOE projections (105-115 

lm/W by 2020). 

Outdoor – 

Mid Output 
95 lm/W 105 lm/W 

Outdoor – 

High Output 
100 lm/W 110 lm/W 

Outdoor – 

Very High 

Output 

100 lm/W 110 lm/W 

                                                           

1 Energy Savings Forecast of Solid-State Lighting in General Illumination Applications, DOE efficacy 

projection can be found in table D-4: 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/09/f33/energysavingsforecast16_2.pdf 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/09/f33/energysavingsforecast16_2.pdf
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General 

Application 

Current V4.4 

Requirements 

V5.0 Draft 

Requirements 
Rationale 

Linear 

Replacement 

Lamps and 

2G11 Lamps  

110 lm/W 

(bare lamp) 

120 lm/W 

(bare lamp) 

≈ 10% efficacy increase. Lamp categories have a 

lower opportunity for efficacy increase and are 

reasonably sensitive in terms of delisting products, 

based on QPL analysis. A linear replacement bare 

lamp requirement 10 points higher than linear 

ambient (15 points higher than troffer) is 

reasonably consistent with the current approach. 

Glare tradeoff is less of a concern for these 

products since they typically rely on optics of the 

fixture they are eventually installed in. The 

proposed linear replacement lamp requirement 

would trail behind the DOE projection (137 lm/W 

by 2020). The proposed four-pin CFL replacement 

lamp requirement would be aligned with the DOE 

projection for a downlight retrofit lamp (81 lm/W 

by 2020). 

Four-Pin CFL 

Replacement 

Lamps  

 

75 lm/W 

(bare lamp) 

85 lm/W 

(bare lamp) 

Mogul Screw-

Base (E39) 

Replacements 

for HID Lamps 

90 – 120 

lm/W 

(In-luminaire) 

In-luminaire efficacy requirements for mogul-based LED lamps will 

align with the General Application for which they are submitted 

(Outdoor Low, Mid, High, or Very High Output; or Indoor High-Bay) 

High Bay 105 lm/W 120 lm/W 

Considerable ≈ 15% efficacy increase. Based on 

DLC analyses, the High Bay product category has a 

large share of products that overperform the 

current efficacy requirement by a wide margin. The 

incremental savings potential for high bay products 

is more significant given the typical longer 

operation hours and high lumen output. The 

requirement aligns with the DOE projection (121 

lm/W by 2020). 

Case Lighting 80 lm/W 95 lm/W 

High ≈ 20% efficacy increase. Based on the 

distribution of qualified products, the current 

minimum efficacy requirements lag actual 

performance by a wide margin for case lighting and 

interior directional products. These categories will 

also experience very little impact from a dimming 

requirement since case lighting is recommended to 

be exempt and interior directional has the highest 
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General 

Application 

Current V4.4 

Requirements 

V5.0 Draft 

Requirements 
Rationale 

Interior 

Directional 
65 lm/W 80 lm/W 

rate of dimming (87%) out of all product 

categories. Increasing interior directional to 80 

lm/W brings the category roughly in line with what 

would be expected from a screw-base directional 

LED product (the ENERGY STAR specification for 

directional LED products is 70 lm/W, which was 

established in 2016). There is no DOE projection for 

case lighting. The DOE projection for an interior 

directional fixture (LED track) is 101 lm/W by 2020. 

Note: Efficacy requirements for retrofits will align with the related luminaire General Applications. 30 

Key Questions: Efficacy 31 

1. Are the proposed efficacy increases reasonable, either generally speaking and/or specifically 32 

within a General Application? 33 

2. The DLC is interested in further understanding the cost implication of the proposed efficacy 34 

increases. Can you provide any specific information or data as to how the cost of a product may 35 

or may not increase with the proposed efficacy levels? 36 

3. The DLC performed analysis on trade-offs and interactions between efficacy and CRI and CCT to 37 

inform the levels proposed in this draft. However, the DLC did not have a dataset or metrics to 38 

analyze the tradeoffs between efficacy and glare or optical control. Can you provide any specific 39 

information or data on the trade-offs between glare and optical control and the proposed 40 

efficacy levels?  41 

Please provide your responses to these key questions in the Excel-based SSL V5.0 Comment Form, 42 

under the Efficacy tab. 43 

  44 
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Draft Technical Requirements:  45 

Quality of Light 46 

Spectral Quality 47 

In this policy, Spectral quality describes the properties of a lighting product that result from the spectral 48 

power distribution (SPD; see examples in Figure 4) of the light emitted by the product. With the Spectral 49 

quality requirements, the DLC acknowledges and addresses the overall relevance of light source SPD as 50 

the basis for the calculation of many current (and future) metrics around color quality and visual 51 

comfort, as well as health and safety.  52 

Solid-state lighting technology enabled customization and optimization of light source SPDs according to 53 

different criteria. Therefore, this section below is divided in two parts: 54 

1. Color of Light and Color Rendering of Objects 55 

2. Support for Alertness, Sleep, and Circadian Wellbeing 56 

Figure 4: SPD examples of four different LED lighting products at a CCT of 5000 K 57 

  58 

  59 

 60 

  61 
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Color of Light and Color Rendering of Objects 62 

Rationale 63 

Color quality, as defined in this document, relates to two crucial performance categories:  64 

a) The color of the light emitted by the product (Chromaticity) 65 

b) The color of the objects illuminated by the light (Color Rendering)  66 

Assuring adequate lighting quality for the above aspects is important for: 67 

• Task performance (color discrimination, visual performance) in many areas, such as workplace, 68 

retail, and healthcare  69 

• Mood and wellbeing (ambiance, comfort, experience of the environment) 70 

Luminaires that exhibit inferior color quality can have a range of negative impacts on occupants, from 71 

creating uncomfortable spaces to causing errors in judgements related to color discrimination. These 72 

impacts can impair productivity, and are annoying at best and dangerous at worst. Color quality 73 

standards for lighting are well developed and recent updates are well documented in the industry. The 74 

DLC’s outreach indicated the need to update color quality considerations in the DLC’s policy 75 

requirements to align with the state of the industry, maintain acceptable color quality in all products on 76 

the QPL, and enable differentiation of products with superior color quality. 77 

Therefore, the Color of Light and Color Rendering draft policies contained herein introduce two tiers of 78 

requirements that will be used to distinguish between products that meet either a minimum acceptable 79 

level of performance (Tier 2), or a more rigorous level of performance aligning with the higher end of 80 

commercially available products (Tier 1). The intent of Tier 2 is to ensure that baseline color quality 81 

needs are met by all products on the QPL, while Tier 1 will enable differentiation of products that 82 

provide higher color quality for applications and projects that require it. In general, Tier 1 intends to 83 

align with requirements set forth by the International WELL Building Institute™ (IWBI™) in the WELL v2 84 

rating system2.  85 

Definitions 86 

Unless otherwise noted, the terms in this policy directly reference the definitions from the Illuminating 87 

Engineering Society (IES) ANSI/IES RP-16-17: Nomenclature and Definitions for Illuminating Engineering3, 88 

and, where applicable, the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) CIE S 017/E:2011 ILV: 89 

International Lighting Vocabulary4, with key deviations noted below. Explanations below reference the 90 

DLC’s understanding of definitions as used by the industry. In some instances, the term “color” is used, 91 

where the more accurate term may be chromaticity of the light emitted by the product. 92 

                                                           

2 The lighting requirements of the WELL v2 rating system can be seen on their website: 

https://v2.wellcertified.com/v2.1/en/light  
3 ANSI/IES RP-16-17 Nomenclature and Definitions for Illuminating Engineering 
4 CIE S 017/E:2011 ILV International Lighting Vocabulary 

 

https://www.wellcertified.com/
https://v2.wellcertified.com/v2.1/en/light
https://www.ies.org/standards/definitions/
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/international-lighting-vocabulary
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• Spectral Power Distribution (SPD)5: Describes the power emanating from a light source as a 93 

function of wavelength. The information can be presented graphically or as a numerical table. 94 

• Color Rendering (of Objects): Effect of an illuminant on the color appearance of objects by 95 

conscious or subconscious comparison with their color appearance under a reference illuminant  96 

• Color of Light  97 

o Chromaticity: The aspects specified by the chromaticity coordinates of the color. It 98 

describes the color of the emitted light, independent of its intensity5. 99 

o Duv
5: A signed measure of the distance from the blackbody locus in the CIE 1960 (u, v) 100 

color space. A positive Duv indicates that the chromaticity of the light is above the 101 

blackbody locus (on the green side). A negative Duv means the chromaticity is below the 102 

blackbody the blackbody locus (on the blue/pink/purple side). 103 

o Correlated Color Temperature (CCT): The thermodynamic temperature of 104 

a blackbody whose chromaticity most nearly resembles that of the light source. Expressed in 105 

kelvin (K). 106 

o Color Consistency: The initial product-to-product variation in chromaticity. 107 

o Color Maintenance: A product’s ability to maintain a specific chromaticity over time. 108 

This is the spectral corollary to luminous flux maintenance, which describes depreciation 109 

in luminous flux over time. 110 

o Angular Color Uniformity: The variance in chromaticity throughout the intended light 111 

distribution, such as the beam angle, the angle where light intensity is 50% of the 112 

maximum intensity. 113 

  114 

                                                           

5 IES DG 1-16 Design Guide for Color and Illumination 

https://www.ies.org/definitions/color-rendering/
https://www.ies.org/definitions/color/
https://www.ies.org/definitions/light-source-color/
https://www.ies.org/definitions/chromaticity-of-a-color/
https://www.ies.org/definitions/correlated-color-temperature-cct-of-a-light-source/
https://www.ies.org/definitions/blackbody/
https://www.ies.org/definitions/light/
https://www.ies.org/definitions/beam-angle/
https://www.ies.org/product/design-guide-for-color-and-illumination/
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Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements 115 

The draft DLC Color Quality Technical Requirements for all SSL products are as shown in Table 3 - Draft 116 

Testing and Reporting Requirements for Color Quality. Some explanation regarding each metric and/or 117 

reporting requirements follow below the table. 118 

Table 3: Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements for Color Quality 119 

Metric 

or/and 

Data Set 

Current V4.4 

Requirements 
V5.0 Draft Requirements* 

Method of 

Measurement/ 

Evaluation Standard Premium Tier 2 Tier 1 

Chromaticity 

(CCT & Duv) 

Unit under test shall 

exhibit chromaticity 

consistent with at least 

one of the basic, 

nominal, 7-step 

quadrangle CCTs ≤ 
5000 K (indoor) and 

CCT ≤ 5700 K (outdoor 

& high bay) as defined 

by ANSI C78.377-20156 
 

Efficacy allowance of -

3% for 2700 K < CCT ≤ 
3000 K, and -5% for 

CCT ≤ 2700 K is 
allowed. 

Reporting of CCT 

and Duv. Unit under 

test shall exhibit 

chromaticity 

consistent with at 

least one of the 

basic or extended 

nominal, 7-step 

quadrangle CCTs 

from 2200 K – 6500 

K as defined by ANSI 

C78.377-20177.  

 

Efficacy allowances 

to align with V4.4. 

Reporting of CCT and 

Duv. Unit under test shall 

exhibit chromaticity 

consistent with at least 

one of the basic or 

extended nominal, 4-

step-quadrangle CCTs 

from 2200 K – 6500 K as 

defined by ANSI 

C78.377-2017. 

 

Efficacy allowances TBD. 

IES LM-79-088 

(Integrating Sphere 

/ 

Spectroradiometer 

testing) 

ANSI C78.377-2017  

Consistency 

(of 

Chromaticity) 

No V4.4 

Requirement 

Chromaticity for 3 

different units under 

test shall fall within 

the 7-step nominal 

CCT quadrangle, and 

within a circle with 

diameter of 0.006 

on the CIE 1976 (u', 

v') chromaticity 

diagram. 

Chromaticity for 3 

different units under 

test shall fall within the 

4-step nominal CCT 

quadrangle, and within a 

circle with diameter of 

0.003 on the CIE 1976 

(u', v') chromaticity 

diagram. 

IES LM-79-08 

(Integrating Sphere 

/ 

Spectroradiometer 

testing) 

ANSI C78.377-2017 

                                                           

6 ANSI C78.377-2015 (outdated) 
7 ANSI C78.377-2017 
8 IES LM-79-08: Electrical and Photometric Measurements of Solid-State Lighting Products, an update to IES LM-79 

has yet to be published but is expected and will replace the 2008 version. 

https://www.nema.org/Standards/Pages/American-National-Standard-for-Electric-Lamps-Specifications-for-the-Chromaticity-of-Solid-State-Lighting-Products.aspx
https://www.ies.org/product/electrical-and-photometric-measurements-of-solid-state-lighting-products/
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Color 

Rendering 

** 

CRI (CIE 13.3-19959): 

Ra ≥ 80 (indoor) 
Ra ≥ 65 (outdoor) 
Ra ≥ 70 (high bay) 

 

Efficacy allowances of 

-5% for CRI Ra ≥ 90 
(with requirement to 

report TM-30 test 

results). 

Products must be 

capable of meeting 

one of the following 

criteria, and must 

provide full report 

for both:  

ANSI/IES TM-30-

1810: 

• IES Rf ≥ 70 

• IES Rg ≥ 89 

• -12% ≤ IES Rcs,h1 

≤ +23% 

CIE 13.3-1995: 

• Ra ≥ 80 and R9 ≥ 
0 

Products must be 

capable of meeting one 

of the following, criteria, 

and must provide full 

report for both: 

ANSI/IES TM-30-18: 

• IES Rf ≥ 78 

• IES Rg ≥ 95 

• -1% ≤ IES Rcs,h1 ≤ 
+15% 

CIE 13.3-1995: 

• Ra ≥ 90 and R9 ≥ 50 

 

Efficacy allowances TBD. 

IES LM-79-08     

(ANSI/IES TM-30-18 

Full Report and CIE 

13.3-1995 

complete Color 

Rendering Index 

Detail) 

Spectral 

Power 

Distribution 

No V4.4 Requirement 

Required to report.  

Spectral range of 380 – 780 nm at 1 nm 

increments.  

IES TM-27-1411, 

and/or  

ANSI/IES TM-33-

1812 

Color 

Maintenance 

*** 

No V4.4 Requirement 

Chromaticity shift 

from 0-hour 

measurement to 

≥6,000 hours shall 

be within a linear 

distance of 0.004 

(Δu'v' ≤ 0.004) on 

the CIE 1976 (u', v') 

chromaticity 

diagram. 

Chromaticity shift from 

0-hour measurement to 

≥6,000 hours shall be 

within a linear distance 

of 0.002 (Δu'v' ≤ 0.002) 

on the CIE 1976 (u', v') 

chromaticity diagram. 

ANSI/IES LM-80-

1513, and/or 

IES LM-84-1414 

Angular 

Color 

Uniformity 

No V4.4 

Requirement 

Optional to report. 

Chromaticity 

variance 

throughout the 

beam and/or field 

angle; Vertical 

angular scanning 

resolution: 1° on 

the 0° and 90° 

vertical planes; 

Δu'v' distance shall 

be reported for 

each vertical angle 

measured. 

Optional to report. 

Chromaticity variance 

throughout the beam 

and/or field angle; 

Vertical angular 

scanning resolution: 1° 

on the 0° and 90° 

vertical planes; 

Δu'v' distance shall be 

reported for each 

vertical angle 

measured.  

LM-79-08 

(Goniophotometer/ 

Spectroradiometer 

testing) 

                                                           

9 CIE 13.3-1995: Method of Measuring and Specifying Colour Rendering Properties of Light Sources  
10 ANSI/IES TM-30-18: IES Method for Evaluating Light Source Color Rendition 
11 IES TM-27-14 IES Standard Format for the Electronic Transfer of Spectral Data 
12 ANSI/IES TM-33-18: Standard Format for the Electronic Transfer of Luminaire Optical Data 
13 ANSI/IES LM-80-15: Measuring Luminous Flux and Color Maintenance of LED Packages, Arrays, and Modules 
14 IES LM-84-14: Measuring Luminous Flux and Color Maintenance of LED Lamps, Light Engines, and Luminaires 

http://www.cie.co.at/publications/method-measuring-and-specifying-colour-rendering-properties-light-sources
https://www.ies.org/product/ies-method-for-evaluating-light-source-color-rendition/
https://www.ies.org/product/ies-standard-format-for-the-electronic-transfer-of-spectral-data/
https://www.ies.org/product/standard-format-for-the-electronic-transfer-of-luminaire-optical-data/
https://www.ies.org/product/measuring-luminous-flux-and-color-maintenance-of-led-packages-arrays-and-modules/
https://www.ies.org/product/measuring-luminous-flux-and-color-maintenance-of-led-lamps-light-engines-and-luminaires/
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*Tier 1 thresholds intend to be aligned with the WELL v2 color quality requirements.  120 
**A TM-30-18 Full Report and a complete Color Rendering Index Detail must be included with the LM-79 report. 121 
***The chromaticity coordinates at all measurement intervals during the life test must be provided in the LM-80 or LM-84 report. 122 

Considerations 123 

Research and outreach to the industry on color quality revealed general alignment around the 124 

appropriate metrics and thresholds, as well as their limitations. The draft Technical Requirements have 125 

been developed with considerations in mind, some of which are described herein. 126 

Color Consistency  127 

ANSI C78.377-2017 is intended to specify and categorize a range of chromaticities recommended for 128 

general lighting. To establish alignment with the existing fluorescent lamp standards, 7-step and 4-step 129 

quadrangles (shown in Figure 5, below) were developed to categorize the chromaticity of the products. 130 

An additional consideration is that individual units of the same product line might have deviations in 131 

chromaticity due to limitations in consistency during the production process. These deviations could fall 132 

within a 4-step bin or 4-step MacAdam ellipse, without all falling within the 4-step CCT quadrangle.  In 133 

general, SSL products are already reported to have a binning within 4-steps; adding DLC qualified 134 

product chromaticity to be within 4-step quadrangle (Tier 1) in addition to the current 7-steps of Tier 2 135 

will help differentiate Tier 1 quality products. Figure 5 below is a graphical representation of the basic 136 

nominal chromaticity specification of 7-step (left) and 4-step (right) quadrangles tolerances as defined in 137 

ANSI C78.377-2017 on the CIE 1976 (u', v') chromaticity diagram. 138 

Figure 5: Illustration of 7- and 4-step quadrangles for the basic nominal CCT definitions for LEDs in ANSI 139 

C78.377 with illustration of the MacAdam Ellipse classifications for fluorescent lamps in ANSI C78.376, 140 

reprinted with permission from NEMA, copyright 2017.  141 

 142 
(Note: the apparent gaps between the 4-step quadrangles can be filled in by using the flexible nominal 143 

CCT definitions in ANSI C78.377.) 144 
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Chromaticity (CCT & Duv)  145 

ANSI C78.377-2017 extends the designated chromaticity regions to include areas that have been shown 146 

to be suitable and preferred in some lighting applications. To keep alignment with the industry, the 147 

extended specifications are proposed as qualifying options for products that are being manufactured to 148 

meet specific applications needs. Similar considerations were made for the allowable CCT range. In V5.0 149 

the upper bound for allowable CCT that existed in previous DLC Technical Requirements will align with 150 

ANSI C78.377-2017; refer to Figure 5 (above) to see the range of allowable CCTs. This means that 151 

products with a CCT of 6500 K would now be eligible for the QPL. While it is not generally recommended 152 

that products with a CCT around 6500 K be used for general illumination, there may be appropriate use 153 

cases in interior lighting where a lighting professional might recommend such higher CCTs. Refer to 154 

design guide publications, such as the IES DG-1-16 (IES Design Guide for Color and Illumination15), for 155 

more information on the use of colored and white light of high/low CCTs. 156 

Color Rendering 157 

It is recognized that a single metric cannot adequately describe the color rendering capability of SSL 158 

products, and the lighting industry is incorporating new, updated metrics that address some of the 159 

known limitations of CRI. The metrics developed for current use are part of ANSI/IES TM-30-18, 160 

specifically the fidelity index Rf (which is also adopted by the CIE in CIE 22416), the gamut index Rg, and 161 

red local chroma shift Rcs,h1. Research findings17 by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) 162 

describe three performance tiers that relate to user preference, naturalness, and acceptability. The 163 

“Acceptable” and “Best” thresholds, as identified by PNNL, have been used to inform Tier 2 and Tier 1 164 

requirements in this policy draft, respectively. While these threshold values were developed through 165 

experiments and analyzed with currently available products, these metrics and the associated 166 

thresholds have not had adequate time to allow for industry experience or acceptance. Therefore, the 167 

DLC will also maintain a CRI Ra requirement with a proposed supplemental requirement for CRI R9 red 168 

rendering as shown in Table 3. The CRI and R9 values can be used as an alternate qualification path for 169 

products that do not yet meet the TM-30 requirements.  170 

Color Maintenance 171 

Currently, available color maintenance metrics provide limited insight into how products perform 172 

beyond the testing duration (i.e. just because a product shows negligible color shift over the first 6,000 173 

hours of testing, does not mean that the product will perform similarly beyond the 6,000-hour mark). 174 

Because of this, proposed requirements have been set specifically around the measurable (testing) 175 

duration. Understanding chromaticity shift in LED packages and products is a complex undertaking 176 

because there are different factors at play, depending on package materials and construction. There are 177 

predictive patterns being identified to aid in the development of extrapolating techniques for color 178 

maintenance. Future revisions of this specification intend to align with eventual industry accepted 179 

methods for predicting color maintenance of SSL products.  180 

                                                           

15 IES Design Guide for Color and Illumination (IES DG-1-16): Section 8.1.1 Selecting Colors of White Light 
16 CIE 224:2017: Colour Fidelity Index for Accurate Scientific Use 
17 https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1477153517725974, and 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1477153516663615 

 

https://www.ies.org/product/design-guide-for-color-and-illumination/
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/cie-2017-colour-fidelity-index-accurate-scientific-use
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1477153517725974
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1477153516663615
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Angular Color Uniformity 181 

Angular color uniformity is important for certain use cases. In the early days of LEDs, manufacturing 182 

processes (among other things) created concerns around angular color uniformity (e.g., poor layering of 183 

phosphor created bluish-white light at center of beam and a yellow ring around the perimeter of the 184 

beam). Today, these concerns are less prevalent, however they still exist. In addition, multi-package LED 185 

light engines that use optics to mix the beam color can also produce unwanted variations.  Because of 186 

this, the DLC has included optional reporting of angular color uniformity data for relevant Primary Use 187 

Designation (PUD) categories. 188 

Spectral Power Distribution (SPD) 189 

Reporting of SPD data enables calculation of current and future metrics of color quality, visual comfort, 190 

and/or health, safety, and wellbeing. Therefore, to allow for further evaluation and future-proofing of 191 

the QPL listings, the DLC V5.0 policy draft requires reporting of the SPD from 380 nm - 780 nm in 1 nm 192 

increments as per IES LM-79-08 in IES TM-27 or ANSI/IES TM-33-18 format. There will not be any 193 

qualification process around spectral composition.  194 

Spectral quality information can be generated using the SPD in IES TM-27-14 and/or ANSI/IES TM-33-18 195 

format. The DLC, therefore, considers simplifying the submission process by asking only for submission 196 

of the spectral data files, with the values on the QPL being autogenerated according to the listed 197 

industry metrics and procedures. The DLC is seeking feedback from the industry regarding this approach. 198 

Key Questions: Color of Light and Color Rendering  199 

1. The DLC has proposed reporting of the SPD according to IES LM-79-08 sphere testing in IES TM-200 

27-14, or ANSI/IES TM-33-18 format. What are the major questions or complicating issues you 201 

have with this proposal and what are your suggestions to address them?   202 

2. The DLC has proposed reporting of color rendering information in ANSI/IES TM-30-18 format 203 

(full report), as an alternative option to CRI Ra/R9. What are the major questions or complicating 204 

issues you have with this proposal and what are your suggestions to address them?  205 

3. The DLC has proposed expanding the CCT range to include all allowable CCT possibilities as 206 

defined by ANSI C78.377-2017 (2200 K – 6500 K). What are the major questions or complicating 207 

issues you have with this proposal and what are your suggestions to address them?  208 

4. The DLC has proposed defining two tiers of color quality, one for baseline quality, the other for 209 

projects requiring higher color quality. Are two tiers appropriate, or should lesser or additional 210 

tiers be used?  211 

5. The DLC is considering additional efficacy allowances for Tier 1. In consideration of your specific 212 

role in the industry, what are your suggestions to help determine allowances, (e.g., to determine 213 

efficacy trade-offs with color rendering, chromaticity and correlated color temperature)? How 214 

much should these allowance(s) be?  215 

6. The DLC has proposed to require reporting of the spectral power distribution in IES TM-27-14 216 

and/or ANSI/IES TM-33-18 format and additional separate reporting of the metrics specified in 217 

Table 3 that are derived from this information. As an alternative, to simplify and streamline the 218 

submission and review process, these additional metrics could be autogenerated by DLC using 219 
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the submitted spectrum (e.g., .spdx) file. Would you support this approach to generate QPL 220 

product information from manufacturer submitted spectral data? What are the major questions 221 

or complicating issues you have with this proposal, and what are your suggestions to address 222 

them?       223 

Please provide your responses to these key questions in the Excel-based SSL V5.0 Comment Form, 224 

under the Color Appearance and Color Rendering tab.   225 
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Support for Alertness or Sleep, and Circadian Wellbeing 226 

Rationale 227 

Today, many people spend most of their time indoors under various electrical lighting conditions. This 228 

can result in limited exposure to bright light with radiant energy in the range of 460-520 nm, which is 229 

abundantly contained in daylight, and which, during morning hours, is required to entrain the human 230 

circadian system to a natural day-night cycle. This range of spectrum has also been shown to have an 231 

acute alerting effect supporting cognitive performance. 232 

Conversely, to prepare for relaxation and sleep, such bright and 460-520 nm-rich light should be avoided 233 

in the evening (or several hours before sleep). Sleep disorders and other health impacts related to 234 

circadian disruption have been linked to the exposure of inappropriate light at the inappropriate time.  235 

Therefore, designing lighting to support the sleep-wake cycle is relevant for: 236 

• Increasing (daytime) alertness 237 

• Wellbeing (use of light to support the sleep-wake cycle, and to decrease risk of any adverse 238 

impact to normal human biological clocks) 239 

Luminaires can be designed to vary the impact on the occupants’ daily sleep-wake cycle and alertness, 240 

especially when coupled with controls. Industry awareness has increased to understand that 241 

appropriate lighting solutions can support our daily biological rhythms (circadian rhythms). While 242 

research to develop refined metrics that consider all factors contributing to the effect of light upon the 243 

human circadian rhythm is still in process, some information is already available to assess lighting 244 

solutions and luminaires in their potential to have an impact. The DLC’s proposed policy strives to 245 

promote awareness and ongoing education related to lighting solutions that support alertness, sleep, 246 

and the circadian system as well as projects that target WELL Building™ certification. The IES is working 247 

on related Recommended Practices, which will be referenced upon publication. 248 

Definitions 249 

The DLC references the following terms as defined in the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) ANSI/IES 250 

RP-16-17: Nomenclature and Definitions for Illuminating Engineering18, and the International 251 

Commission on Illumination (CIE) CIE S 017/E:2011 ILV: International Lighting Vocabulary19¸ with key 252 

deviations noted below. Explanations below reference the DLC’s understanding of definitions as used by 253 

the industry, unless noted otherwise. 254 

• Circadian Rhythm: From Latin circa, "around", and diem or dies, "day", meaning "around a day." 255 

Humans are inherently rhythmic beings, and body clocks regulate many bodily functions 256 

including feeding, sleeping, body temperature and hormone production. Light is the main signal 257 

that entrains the body clock to a daily cycle. 258 

                                                           

18 ANSI/IES RP-16-17 Nomenclature and Definitions for Illuminating Engineering 
19 CIE S 017/E:2011 ILV International Lighting Vocabulary 

https://www.ies.org/standards/definitions/
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/international-lighting-vocabulary
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• Lighting for Alertness and Circadian Wellbeing: the capability of a lighting product to impact 259 

performance, mood, and the daily sleep/wake cycle by modulating the light spectrum around 260 

460-520 nanometers.  261 

o Terms used in in the industry to describe this type of lighting include: “light for health 262 

and wellbeing,” “biological lighting,” “circadian lighting,” and “human-centric lighting.”  263 

o Please note that many additional factors such as site conditions (e.g. surface finishes), 264 

light output/levels, timing, and distribution play major roles in the impact of light on 265 

alertness and the daily sleep-wake cycle. 266 

• Melanopic Flux as per CIE S 026/E:201820: effective photobiological flux with the spectral flux 267 

spectrally weighted with the melanopic action spectrum (melanopic spectral weighting 268 

function). 269 

• Melanopic Daylight (D65) Efficacy Ratio as per CIE S 026/E:2018: ratio of the melanopic efficacy 270 

of luminous radiation (for a source), to the melanopic efficacy of luminous radiation for daylight 271 

(D65). 272 

• Melanopic/Photopic Ratio (M/P Ratio), as per the International WELL Building Institute™ 273 

(IWBI™)21: The ratio of melanopic to photopic flux as per Lucas et al., 201422. Given a spectrum 274 

of light, each equivalent α-opic lux is related to each other by a constant called Melanopic Ratio 275 

(R). To calculate the equivalent melanopic lux (EML), multiply the photopic lux (L) designed for 276 

or measured in a building by this constant (R): EML = L × R. 277 

• Circadian Light (CLA) and Circadian Stimulus (CS), as defined by the Lighting Research Center23:  278 

o CLA is the irradiance at the cornea weighted to reflect the spectral sensitivity of the 279 

human circadian system as measured by acute melatonin suppression after a one-hour 280 

exposure 281 

o CS is the calculated effectiveness of the spectrally weighted irradiance at the cornea 282 

from threshold (CS = 0.1) to saturation (CS = 0.7), assuming a fixed duration of exposure 283 

of 1 hour. 284 

 285 

  286 

                                                           

20 CIE S 026/E:2018 CIE System for Metrology of Optical Radiation for ipRGC-Influenced Responses to Light 
21 International WELL Building Institute™ (IWBI™) 
22 Measuring and using light in the melanopsin age (Lucas et al, 2014) 
23 LRC Circadian Stimulus Calculator 

https://www.techstreet.com/cie/standards/cie-s-026-e-2018?product_id=2030705#jumps
https://standard.wellcertified.com/light/circadian-lighting-design
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0166223613001975
https://www.lrc.rpi.edu/cscalculator/
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Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements 287 

 288 

Table 4: Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements for Support for Alertness or Sleep, and Circadian 289 

Wellbeing 290 

Metric and/or Data 

Set 

Current V4.4 

Requirement 

V5.0 Draft Requirement Method of Evaluation 

Spectral Power 

Distribution 

No V4.4 Requirement Required to report. 

Spectral range 380 – 780 

nm at 1 nm increments. 

IES LM-79-08 (per IES 

TM-27-14 and/or 

ANSI/IES TM-33-18)  
Melanopic Flux * No V4.4 Requirement Required to report As per CIE S 

026/E:2018 

M/P Ratio* No V4.4 Requirement Required to report As per Lucas et al., 

2014, and WELL v2, 

Appendix L1 

Melanopic Daylight 

(D65) Efficacy Ratio * 

No V4.4 Requirement Required to report As per CIE S 

026/E:2018 

*While this performance data can be reported at the luminaire level, ultimately the impact depends on design and site conditions. 291 

Considerations 292 

This policy was developed with consideration of the ongoing research into the impact of light on human 293 

physiology as it relates to promoting alertness, sleep and a healthful sleep-wake cycle. Outreach to 294 

researchers and industry experts on this topic revealed alignment around the reporting of product SPD 295 

to enable simulations and the calculation of future metrics. To encourage education and to support 296 

industry efforts that encourage health-conscious design, e.g. the WELL™ rating system, the DLC included 297 

in this draft the reporting of the melanopic/photopic (M/P) ratio as well as the melanopic daylight 298 

efficacy ratio at the product level. These metrics can be generated using the spectral power distribution 299 

in IES TM-27-14 and/or ANSI/IES TM-33-18 format. The DLC, therefore, considers simplifying the 300 

submission process by asking only for submission of the spectral data files, with the information on the 301 

QPL being autogenerated according to the listed industry metrics and procedures. The DLC is seeking 302 

feedback from the industry regarding this approach. 303 

While these values can be calculated at the product level and inform product selection, many factors, 304 

including site conditions (e.g. finishes), light levels, timing, and distribution play major roles in the 305 

impact of light on alertness and the daily sleep-wake cycle. Therefore, any solution for application 306 

should be evaluated at the project level by a trained professional. 307 

Circadian stimulus (CS) cannot be reported at the product level. SPD information can be used with the 308 

published calculator23 to estimate the lighting impact in application.  309 

This policy intends to set a reporting requirement for the applicable metrics so that knowledgeable 310 

users of the QPL have data available to evaluate an appropriate solution. This policy intends to align with 311 

future research updates. 312 

 313 
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Key Questions: Circadian Considerations 314 

1. The DLC has proposed reporting of the SPD according to IES LM-79-08 sphere testing and IES 315 

TM-27-14 or ANSI/IES TM-33-18 format. What are the major questions or complicating issues 316 

you have with this proposal and what are your suggestions to address them?  317 

2. The DLC has proposed reporting of Melanopic Flux and Melanopic Daylight Efficacy Ratio as per 318 

CIE S 026, and Melanopic-Photopic Ratio, as per WELL™ v2 Appendix L1. What are the major 319 

questions or complicating issues you have with this proposal and what are your suggestions to 320 

address them? 321 

3. The DLC has proposed to require reporting of the spectral power distribution in IES TM-27-14 322 

and/or ANSI/IES TM-33-18 format and additional separate reporting of the metrics specified in 323 

Table 4 that are derived from this information. As an alternative, to simplify and streamline the 324 

submission and review process, these additional metrics could be autogenerated by DLC using 325 

the submitted spectrum (e.g., .spdx) file. Would you support this approach to generate QPL 326 

product information from manufacturer submitted spectral data? What are the major questions 327 

or complicating issues you have with this proposal, and what are your suggestions to address 328 

them? 329 

Please provide your responses to these key questions in the Excel-based SSL V5.0 Comment Form, under 330 

the Circadian Considerations tab.  331 
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Distribution 332 

Rationale 333 

Light distribution refers to the photometric spatial characteristics of a luminaire or lamp, specifically the 334 

complete data set of luminous intensity produced in every direction. The optical design of luminaires 335 

can produce different beam distribution shapes with spatially-targeted intensity for a variety of indoor 336 

and outdoor use cases, applications and luminaire layouts.  Designing targeted distribution patterns of 337 

lighting is important for: 338 

• Energy consumption: minimizing wasted light either falling outside of the desired/target area or 339 

creating excessively illuminated areas 340 

• Task performance: sufficient quantity and uniformity of light to optimize performance of the 341 

visual task 342 

• Safety: visibility for navigation and detecting relevant obstacles 343 

• Aesthetics: light patterns and directions of light that shape and enhance the observer’s 344 

interpretation and appreciation of the architectural environment 345 

• Wellbeing: mood, comfort, atmosphere, etc. 346 

Distribution is the important link between the luminous efficacy values currently listed on the SSL QPL 347 

and the ultimate purpose of electric lighting: proper illumination of visual tasks and the environment. 348 

Luminaires whose distributions are well-matched to a specific application can provide excellent 349 

illumination with less energy consumption, less light trespass, and possibly less glare. However, there is 350 

not necessarily a best light distribution for a luminaire type or a DLC Primary Use Designation (PUD); 351 

much depends on the project design and application. Therefore, the proposed additional reported 352 

values in SSL Version 5.0 aim to provide more information for lighting specifiers and designers to be able 353 

to quickly select and compare the appropriate options.  354 

 355 

Figure 6: Example of a Polar Plot, Candela Distribution 356 
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Definitions 357 

The DLC references the following terms as defined in the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) ANSI/IES 358 

RP-16-17: Nomenclature and Definitions for Illuminating Engineering, and, if applicable, the 359 

International Commission on Illumination (CIE) CIE S 017/E:2011 ILV: International Lighting Vocabulary.  360 

• Luminous Intensity Distribution data are stored and transferred in an .ies file as specified in 361 

ANSI/IES LM-63-02(R2008) Standard File Format Electronic Transfer of Photometric Data or 362 

ANSI/IES TM-33-18 Standard Format For The Electronic Transfer Of Luminaire Optical Data, and 363 

often displayed in a polar plot (see Figure 6 above). 364 

• Beam Angle: The angle between the two directions for which the intensity is 50% of the 365 

maximum intensity as measured in a plane through the nominal beam centerline. For beams 366 

that do not possess rotational symmetry, the beam angle is generally given for two planes at 367 

90°, typically the maximum and minimum angles. Note that in certain fields of application, beam 368 

angle was formerly measured to 10% of maximum intensity (see Figure 7 below). 369 

• Field Angle: The angle between the two directions for which the intensity is 10% of the 370 

maximum intensity as measured in a plane through the nominal beam centerline. For beams 371 

that do not possess rotational symmetry, the field angle is generally given for two planes at 90°, 372 

typically the maximum and minimum angles. Note that in certain fields of application the angle 373 

between the 10%-of-maximum directions was formerly called beam angle (see Figure 7 below). 374 

 375 

 376 

Figure 7: Illustration to clarify the above definitions of field and beam angle 377 

 378 

https://www.ies.org/standards/definitions/
https://www.ies.org/standards/definitions/
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/international-lighting-vocabulary
https://www.ies.org/product/standard-file-format-for-electronic-transfer-of-photometric-data/
https://www.ies.org/product/standard-format-for-the-electronic-transfer-of-luminaire-optical-data/
https://www.ies.org/definitions/beam-angle/
https://www.ies.org/definitions/field-angle/
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• BUG rating (Backlight, Uplight and Glare (forward light))24: The IES Luminaire Classification 379 

System (LCS) defines the distribution of light from a luminaire within three primary solid angles: 380 

forward light, backlight, and uplight. LCS Type V Roadway luminaires do not have a back side, so 381 

the B value does not correspond to back light for those products. These are further divided into 382 

ten secondary solid angles (represented in Table 5 and graphically in Figure 7 below).  383 

Table 5: BUG rating (Backlight, Uplight and Glare (forward light)) Descriptions 384 

Primary Solid Angles Secondary Solid Angles Angle Zones Lumen Distribution 

Backlight 

Low (BL) 0°- 30° 

Vertical behind luminaire 
Mid (BM) 30°- 60° 

High (BH) 60°- 80° 

Very High (BVH) 80°- 90° 

Uplight 
Low (UL) 90°- 100° Vertical 360 degrees 

around luminaire High (UH) 100°- 180° 

Forward light 

Low (FL) 0°- 30° 

Vertical in front of 

luminaire 

Mid (FM) 30°- 60° 

High (FH) 60°- 80° 

Very High (FVH) 80°- 90° 

 385 

 386 

 387 

Figure 8: Backlight, Uplight and Glare angle zones in the BUG system, reprinted with permission from 388 

California Lighting Technology Center, UC Davis 389 

                                                           

24 IES TM-15-11 Luminaire Classification System for Outdoor Luminaires and Addendum A for IES TM-15-11: 

Backlight, Uplight, and Glare (BUG) Ratings 

https://www.ies.org/product/luminaire-classification-system-for-outdoor-luminaires/
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
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Table 6:  Back and Uplight Rating Threshold Values from IES 10th Edition Lighting Handbook, Reprinted 390 

with permission from The IES Lighting Handbook, 10th Edition.  © 2010 The Illuminating Engineering 391 

Society. 392 

 393 

https://www.ies.org/product/lighting-handbook-10th-edition/
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Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements 394 

SSL products will report the following values, which will be generated using the submitted .ies files and 395 

photometric evaluation software: 396 

Table 7: Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements for Distribution 397 

Metric and/or 

Data set 

Current V4.4 

Requirement 

V5.0 Draft Requirements Method of 

Measurement 
Applies to 

Threshold Reported 

.ies file 

.ies file for 

each optic 

variation 

None 
.ies files for 

each variation 

IES LM-79-0825, 

ANSI/IES LM-

63-02(R2008) 

and/or 

ANSI/IES TM-

33-18 

All products 

Back light, 

Uplight and 

Glare (BUG) 

Rating 

No related 

requirement 
None 

Backlight and 

Uplight (Glare 

as part of Glare 

policy) values 

from 0 to 5 

based on IES 

10th Edition 

Lighting 

Handbook 

IES TM-15-11 

and Addendum 

A: Luminaire 

Classification 

System for 

Outdoor 

Luminaires 

All QPL 

outdoor 

products, 

except 

Landscape/ 

Accent Flood 

and Spot 

Luminaires 

and 

Architectural 

Flood and Spot 

Luminaires 

Beam Angle 
No related 

requirement 
None 

Angle from 0 - 

180° 
Values 

produced by 

photometric 

analysis from 

.ies file 

•Landscape/ 

Accent Flood 

and Spot 

Luminaires 

•Architectural 

Flood and Spot 

Luminaires 

•Track or 

Mono-Point 

Luminaires 

•Wall Wash 

Luminaires 

Field Angle 
No related 

requirement 
None 

Angle from 0 - 

180° 

Zonal Lumen 

Distributions & 

Spacing Criteria 

Specific 

Requirements 

for each PUD 

Specific 

Requirements 

for each PUD, 

Identical to 

V4.4 reporting 

 

Values 

produced by 

photometric 

analysis from 

.ies file 

All PUDs 

                                                           

25 IES LM-79-08: Electrical and Photometric Measurements of Solid-State Lighting Products, ANSI/IES LM-79-19 has 

yet to be published but is expected in 2019 and will replace the 2008 version. 

https://www.ies.org/product/standard-file-format-for-electronic-transfer-of-photometric-data/
https://www.ies.org/product/standard-file-format-for-electronic-transfer-of-photometric-data/
https://www.ies.org/product/standard-format-for-the-electronic-transfer-of-luminaire-optical-data/
https://www.ies.org/product/standard-format-for-the-electronic-transfer-of-luminaire-optical-data/
https://www.ies.org/product/lighting-handbook-10th-edition/
https://www.ies.org/product/lighting-handbook-10th-edition/
https://www.ies.org/product/lighting-handbook-10th-edition/
https://www.ies.org/product/lighting-handbook-10th-edition/
https://www.ies.org/product/luminaire-classification-system-for-outdoor-luminaires/
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
https://www.ies.org/product/electrical-and-photometric-measurements-of-solid-state-lighting-products/
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Polar Plot of 

Distribution 
No related 

requirement 
None 

Polar plots for 

0°, 90°, and 

Maximum 

Intensity angle 

Plot produced 

by photometric 

analysis of .ies 

file 

All PUDs 

 398 

SSL products whose PUDs fall under the general category of outdoor luminaires and outdoor retrofit kits 399 

must report the 6-digit BUG rating. The representation of a BUG Rating is similar to the example: B2 U0 400 

G2. The BUG rating shall be generated following IES TM-15-11: Luminaire Classification System for 401 

Outdoor Luminaires and the Addendum A for IES TM-15-11: Backlight, Uplight, and Glare (BUG) Ratings.  402 

For outdoor luminaires and outdoor retrofit kits, the reported BUG rating will be listed on the QPL to 403 

provide information on the quantity of uplight and, for asymmetric luminaires, backlight.  404 

Considerations 405 

Research during development of this policy revealed that although overarching metrics that give 406 

numeric ranking for luminaire light distribution exist (i.e. Target Efficacy Rating, Fitted Target Efficacy), 407 

they are neither widely-known nor without flaws. Utilizing current horizontal task-plane efficacy metrics 408 

could bring the potential for unwanted and unwarranted effects on luminaire design. In the absence of 409 

adequate metrics, the DLC will monitor application efficacy and efficiency metrics as developments 410 

continue for possible implementation in the future. The proposed SSL V5.0 reported values are already 411 

in widespread use and aim to provide added information to the specifier community: BUG, beam and 412 

field angles, and polar distribution intensity plots.  413 

Regarding the use of BUG information, DLC would like to note that some fixture designations, e.g., Type 414 

V Roadway and Area luminaires, are meant to distribute light onto the ground in all directions, 415 

therefore, a high B (backlight) value does not (necessarily) provide an indication of inferior performance. 416 

The metrics in Table 6 can be generated using the photometric distribution in IES LM-63-02 and/or 417 

ANSI/IES TM-33-18 format. The DLC, therefore, considers simplifying the submission process by asking 418 

only for submission of the photometric data files; with the information values on the QPL being 419 

autogenerated according to the listed industry metrics and procedures. The DLC is seeking feedback 420 

from the industry regarding this approach: see Key Question number 4 below. Adding graphical 421 

components to the SSL QPL will support a more informative interface and its use as a design resource. 422 

  423 

https://www.ies.org/product/luminaire-classification-system-for-outdoor-luminaires/
https://www.ies.org/product/luminaire-classification-system-for-outdoor-luminaires/
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
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Key Questions: Distribution 424 

1. The DLC has proposed reporting of the BUG rating according to IES TM-15 and Addendum. What 425 

are the major questions or complicating issues you have with this proposal to evaluate outdoor 426 

lighting distribution and light trespass, and what are your suggestions to address them? 427 

2. The DLC has proposed reporting of the photometric distribution, beam and field angle. Is this 428 

information more useful as a visual diagram, or a set of numbers? What are your suggestions to 429 

make this information most useful? 430 

3. The DLC has proposed to retain the V4.4 requirements for zonal lumen distribution according to 431 

Primary Use Designation. Are there any major questions or complicating issues you have with 432 

this proposal? For example, are there any specific PUD ZLD requirements that need to be 433 

revised, and what are your suggestions to address them? 434 

4. The DLC has proposed to require reporting of the photometric distribution in IES LM-63-02 435 

and/or ANSI/IES TM-33-18 format and additional separate reporting of the metrics specified in 436 

Table 6 that are all derived from this information. As an alternative approach to simplify the 437 

submission and review process, these metrics could be autogenerated by the DLC using the 438 

submitted photometric distribution (.ies) file. Would you support this approach to generate QPL 439 

fixture information from manufacturer submitted .ies files? What are the major questions or 440 

complicating issues you have with this proposal, and what are your suggestions to address 441 

them? 442 

Please provide your responses to these key questions in the Excel-based SSL V5.0 Comment Form, under 443 

the Distribution tab.  444 
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Glare 445 

Rationale 446 

SSL technology has advanced dramatically in a short timeframe and has become significantly more 447 

efficacious and much less expensive. Although LEDs have enabled creative and sophisticated luminaire 448 

design, the high-power LED chips are inherently bright, small point sources. Absent appropriate optical 449 

control, LED products may be more likely to cause glare sensations compared to other light sources. 450 

Glare can impact: 451 

• Task performance: hinder visibility and/or distract attention and focus from the task at hand 452 

• Safety: hinder visibility for navigation and detecting relevant obstacles 453 

• Wellbeing: create annoyance, eye strain, and discomfort 454 

Therefore, provisions, specifically on discomfort glare, are included in this policy. 455 

High efficacy in luminaires is more easily achieved by compromising on quality optics and glare control. 456 

With the proposed V5.0 Requirements, the DLC intends to implement a mechanism to differentiate 457 

quality products by enabling users of the QPL to identify products with a higher likelihood of causing 458 

glare because of (insufficient) optical control. The DLC QPL often serves as a basis for identifying 459 

products that are eligible for utility energy efficiency programs. The intent of including glare information 460 

on the QPL is to support lighting decision-makers in reducing the likelihood of selecting products with 461 

poor optical design and glare control (that have high-efficacy) for use in projects; which are then 462 

incentivized and deployed in the field. This will consequently help prevent user complaints, negative 463 

implications for performance, safety, and wellbeing, and accelerate market adoption and 464 

transformation.  465 

Definitions 466 

The DLC references the following terms as defined in the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) ANSI/IES 467 

RP-16-17: Nomenclature and Definitions for Illuminating Engineering, and, when applicable, the 468 

International Commission on Illumination (CIE) CIE S 017/E:2011 ILV: International Lighting Vocabulary. 469 

The exact source of reference for each term is listed in the footnote.  470 

• Discomfort glare26 is glare that produces discomfort. It does not necessarily interfere with visual 471 

performance or visibility.  472 

Other definitions of discomfort glare include:  473 

• Discomfort glare is a sensation of annoyance or pain caused by high luminance in the 474 

field of view. Four factors are known to participate in the perception of discomfort 475 

glare: Luminance of the glare source, Size of the glare source, Position of the source in 476 

the field of view, Luminance of the background (10th edition of the IES Handbook, 477 

Chapter 4.10.1.) 478 

 479 

                                                           

26 ANSI/IES RP-16-17 5.9.11.5.  

 

https://www.ies.org/standards/ansi-ies-rp-16/
https://www.ies.org/standards/ansi-ies-rp-16/
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/international-lighting-vocabulary
https://www.ies.org/product/lighting-handbook-10th-edition/
https://www.ies.org/definitions/discomfort-glare/
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• Unified Glare Rating (UGR) is a measure of the discomfort produced by a lighting system along a 480 

psychometric scale of discomfort.27  481 

o The Unified Glare Rating formula is a discomfort glare likelihood assessment method 482 

developed, published and recommended by the CIE. The UGR formula produces a glare 483 

rating which is a psychophysical parameter estimating the discomfort in response to glare in 484 

a visual environment containing light sources. The practical UGR range is from 10 to 30 with 485 

most lighting systems producing values in that range. A high value indicates [likelihood of] 486 

significant discomfort glare, while a low value indicates little likelihood of discomfort glare.28  487 

• Uncorrected UGR table29 refers to a set of UGR values of the luminaire tested based on pre-set 488 

room definitions and a luminous flux of 1000 lm. The data are provided for 19 standard room shapes 489 

with 5 different combinations of room surface reflectance. For application of the uncorrected UGR 490 

table, the values must be corrected to the actual luminous flux in the luminaire. 491 

• Corrected UGR table refers to a set of UGR values presented in the same format as the uncorrected 492 

UGR table with the same pre-set room definitions but corrected using the actual luminous flux of 493 

the luminaire.  494 

• BUG Rating30 is the IES Luminaire Classification System (LCS) that defines the distribution of light 495 

from a luminaire within three primary solid angles: forward light, backlight and uplight. These are 496 

further divided into ten secondary solid angles as listed under the BUG rating definition in the 497 

Distribution section in this policy draft. 498 

 499 

The glare ratings in the BUG system are determined using Table 8 according to a luminaire’s lumen 500 

output within the following four solid angle zones as illustrated in Figure 9: forward high (FH), 501 

forward very high (FVH), back high (BH) and back very high (BVH).  502 

 503 

504 

                                                           

27 ANSI/IES RP-16-17 Definitions and Nomenclature 5.9.11.5.8 
28 CIE 117-1995 Discomfort Glare in Interior Lighting 
29 CIE 190-2010 Calculation and Presentation of Unified Glare Rating Tables for Indoor Lighting Luminaires 
30 IES TM-15-11 Luminaire Classification System for Outdoor Luminaires 

https://www.ies.org/definitions/unified-glare-rating-ugr35/
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/discomfort-glare-interior-lighting
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/calculation-and-presentation-united-glare-rating-tables-indoor-lighting-luminaires
https://www.ies.org/product/luminaire-classification-system-for-outdoor-luminaires/
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Figure 9:  Glare angle zones in the BUG system 505 

 506 

 507 

Table 8:  Glare ratings values in the BUG system from IES 10th Edition Lighting Handbook, Reprinted with 508 

permission from The IES Lighting Handbook, 10th Edition.  © 2010 The Illuminating Engineering Society. 509 

 510 

  511 

https://www.ies.org/product/lighting-handbook-10th-edition/
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Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements 512 

The proposed glare testing and reporting requirements are detailed in Table 9.  513 

Table 9: Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements for Glare 514 

Metric and/or 

Data Set 

Current V4.4 

Requirements 

V5.0 Draft Requirements Method of 

Evaluation Threshold Reported Listing 

.ies file 

.ies file for 

each optic 

variation 

None 
.ies files for 

each variation 
N/A 

IES LM-79-0831, 

ANSI/IES LM-

63-02(R2008) 

and/or 

ANSI/IES TM-

33-18 

Unified Glare 

Rating (UGR) 

Applicable to 

indoor 

luminaires and 

indoor retrofit 

kits only 

 

No related 

requirement 

 

None 

 

Uncorrected 

UGR Table and 

Corrected UGR 

Table 
 

Designation of 

glare potential: 

• Low *  

• Medium 

• High 

  

 (to be defined 

in a later draft) 

 

Uncorrected 

UGR  and 

corrected UGR 

tables 

generated using 

luminaire 

photometric 

data, per CIE 

117-1995 and 

CIE 190-2010  

Backlight, 

Uplight, and 

Glare (BUG) 

Applicable to 

outdoor 

luminaires and 

outdoor retrofit 

kits only 

No related 

requirement 
None BUG Rating 

 

G rating (BU 

listed as part of 

Distribution 

policy) 

 

 

BUG rating 

generated per 

IES TM-15-11 

and Addendum 

A for IES TM-15-

11 using 

luminaire 

photometric 

data 

* Efficacy allowances may be developed for low-glare fixtures (details TBD). 515 

 516 

SSL products whose Primary Use Designation (PUD) fall under the general category of indoor luminaires 517 

or indoor retrofit kits must report both the uncorrected UGR table and the corrected UGR table. The 518 

UGR table shall be produced using the product’s photometric data, namely the IES file, and conform to 519 

the format of Table A2 in CIE 117-1995: Discomfort Glare in Interior Lighting or Table 1 of CIE 190-2010: 520 

Calculation and Presentation of Unified Glare Rating Tables for Indoor Lighting Luminaires. A sample 521 

UGR table is provided in Table 10.  522 

                                                           

31 IES LM-79-08: Electrical and Photometric Measurements of Solid-State Lighting Products, ANSI/IES LM-79-19 has 

yet to be published but is expected in 2019 and will replace the 2008 version. 

https://www.ies.org/product/standard-file-format-for-electronic-transfer-of-photometric-data/
https://www.ies.org/product/standard-file-format-for-electronic-transfer-of-photometric-data/
https://www.ies.org/product/standard-format-for-the-electronic-transfer-of-luminaire-optical-data/
https://www.ies.org/product/standard-format-for-the-electronic-transfer-of-luminaire-optical-data/
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/discomfort-glare-interior-lighting
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/discomfort-glare-interior-lighting
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/calculation-and-presentation-united-glare-rating-tables-indoor-lighting-luminaires
https://www.ies.org/product/luminaire-classification-system-for-outdoor-luminaires/
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/discomfort-glare-interior-lighting
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/calculation-and-presentation-united-glare-rating-tables-indoor-lighting-luminaires
http://www.cie.co.at/publications/calculation-and-presentation-united-glare-rating-tables-indoor-lighting-luminaires
https://www.ies.org/product/electrical-and-photometric-measurements-of-solid-state-lighting-products/
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Table 10: A sample UGR table 523 

 524 

SSL products whose PUD falls under the general category of outdoor luminaires and outdoor retrofit kits 525 

must report the 6-digit BUG values. The representation of a BUG Rating is similar to the example: B2 U0 526 

G2. The BUG rating shall be generated following IES TM-15-11 Luminaire Classification System for 527 

Outdoor Luminaires and the Addendum A for IES TM-15-11: Backlight, Uplight, and Glare (BUG) Ratings.  528 

For product listing simplicity, the DLC is considering adopting a simplified glare assessment on the QPL 529 

for indoor luminaires and indoor retrofit kits; for example, a new field on the QPL with designations of 530 

“low glare potential”, “medium glare potential” and “high glare potential” to indicate the likelihood of a 531 

product resulting in discomfort glare in actual indoor installations. The delineation of the different levels 532 

has not been defined in this conceptual specification and will be formalized in the subsequent V5.0 533 

requirements for each PUD based on the reported UGR tables. The DLC will evaluate the feasibility of 534 

implementing efficacy allowances for products that qualify for the category “low glare potential”.  535 

The actual impact of glare in an application – regardless of the identified glare potential of the product – 536 

should be evaluated at the project level.  A luminaire with medium or high glare potential might still be 537 

appropriate and best practice for an application as determined and laid out by a lighting design 538 

professional.  539 

For outdoor luminaires and outdoor retrofit kits, the reported BUG rating will be listed on the QPL to 540 

provide indication on luminaire optical performance related to high angle glare control.  541 

https://www.ies.org/product/luminaire-classification-system-for-outdoor-luminaires/
https://www.ies.org/product/luminaire-classification-system-for-outdoor-luminaires/
https://www.ies.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/TM-15-11BUGRatingsAddendum.pdf
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Considerations 542 

This policy was developed with consideration of the lack of standardized metrics for characterizing glare 543 

in the U.S. lighting market. In contrast, UGR as an indoor glare metric is well established and widely used 544 

in the European market. It is referenced in European Union lighting standards (e.g. CEN EN 12464-1) and 545 

reported commonly by manufacturers on luminaire specification sheets. In addition, it is referenced by 546 

the WELL™ rating system in section Light 55: Electric Light Glare Control. The DLC’s outreach shows 547 

consensus that, while glare metrics have shortcomings, and glare evaluation methods are still being 548 

developed, the benefits would outweigh those shortcomings as complaints about high-glare luminaires 549 

have been increasing since LED technologies entered the lighting industry.  550 

Glare sensitivity varies by individual, and the sensation of glare depends greatly on the geometry and 551 

layout on site. Therefore, a luminaire-based glare metric is a rough estimation at best; it condenses 552 

application-specific glare evaluation using reference conditions to provide guidance on the probability of 553 

glare. With this limitation in mind, however, the draft policy aims to provide an informed first indication 554 

regarding the level of consideration needed when selecting a luminaire for an application where low 555 

glare is a key design criterion. A luminaire with a low glare rating does not automatically eliminate all 556 

glare possibilities; conversely, a luminaire with a high glare rating may still be well-suited and 557 

appropriate for certain applications in a deliberated design. The same consideration should be given to 558 

the glare assessment system the DLC is considering for product listing. A product designated as “high 559 

glare potential” does not necessarily translate to inferior quality with subpar glare control. Rather, it 560 

signals to the practitioners that attention in design and site integration is needed when selecting the 561 

product for meeting low-glare design needs. 562 

The glare metrics, particularly UGR, adopted in this policy predate the SSL technologies, even though 563 

peer-reviewed research papers have shown that the metrics are still good predictors of glare sensation 564 

under SSL light sources in most cases32. There is a growing recognition in the lighting industry that the 565 

distribution of luminance across a luminaire affects the glare response. An array of intensely bright LEDs, 566 

for example, producing the same light output and distribution as a luminaire with a diffuser, may be 567 

perceived as far more glaring. The DLC is mindful of these potential limitations and is in close touch with 568 

organizations that work on glare evaluation and standards revisions in order to monitor the latest 569 

activities and to implement updated evaluation methods when available. 570 

The DLC is aware of the limitations of the glare policy in regard to adjustable products, such as aimable 571 

luminaires as well as those governed by the Field-Adjustable Light Distribution policy. In these cases, the 572 

testing and reporting requirements in this policy only represent the glare rating at a single adjustment 573 

instance, and the final glare conditions can only be meaningfully assessed at the luminaire’s actual 574 

setting and/or aiming in the field.  575 

It should also be noted that the Glare Ratings in the BUG system relate most closely to vehicle driver 576 

glare response, rather than pedestrian glare response. Drivers almost always have the roof of the 577 

                                                           

32 Y. Yang, M.R. Luo, S-N Ma and X-Y Liu, “Assessing glare. Part 1: Comparing uniform and non-uniform LED 

luminaires,” 49:2, Lighting Res. Technol., 2015, pp. 195-210.  

https://standards.cen.eu/dyn/www/f?p=204:110
https://standard.wellcertified.com/light/electric-light-glare-control
https://doi.org/10.1177%2F1477153515607396
https://doi.org/10.1177%2F1477153515607396
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vehicle to block light from luminaire angles of 60° from nadir and below. Pedestrians do not, and it is 578 

frequently the angles from 0 to 60° that cause discomfort and distraction. 579 

BUG and UGR tables can be generated using the photometric distribution in IES LM-63-02 and/or TM-580 

33-18 format. The DLC, therefore, considers simplifying the submission process by asking only for 581 

submission of the photometric data files; with the information on the QPL being autogenerated 582 

according to the listed industry metrics and procedures. The DLC is seeking feedback from the industry 583 

regarding this approach. 584 

Key Questions: Glare 585 

1. The DLC has proposed reporting of the UGR tables for indoor luminaires in the format 586 

conforming to CIE 190-2010 calculated using the luminaire IES file. What are the major 587 

questions or complicating issues you have with this proposal and what are your suggestions to 588 

address them? 589 

2. The DLC has proposed the development of a 3-level system with the designations of “low glare 590 

potential”, “medium glare potential” and “high glare potential” for product listing simplicity. 591 

Does this level of delineation provide a meaningful balance between being respectful of design 592 

freedom, being concise and providing indicative information?  What are your suggestions to 593 

develop or improve the proposed delineation? 594 

3. The DLC realizes that calculation details of the glare metrics could sometimes be subject to 595 

interpretation. What supporting documents should the DLC provide to ensure the glare metrics 596 

are generated in a consistent manner across all eligible products? Is any vetting required, such 597 

as use of a certified, accredited test lab, to prevent potential gaming possibilities?  598 

4. The DLC has proposed reporting of the BUG rating according to TM-15 and Addendum. In 599 

consideration of your specific role in the industry, what are the major questions or complicating 600 

issues you have with this proposal to evaluate outdoor lighting glare and what are your 601 

suggestions to address them? 602 

5. The DLC is considering efficacy allowances for low-glare products. In consideration of your 603 

specific role in the industry, what are your suggestions to help determine allowances? What are 604 

the major questions or complicating issues you have with this proposal and what are your 605 

suggestions to address them? 606 

6. The DLC has proposed the reporting of the photometric distribution in IES LM-63-02 and/or 607 

ANSI/IES TM-33-18 format as part of the requirements in addition to separate reporting of the 608 

metrics specified in Table 8 that are all derived from this information. As an alternative, to 609 

simplify the submission process, the DLC could autogenerate these metrics using the submitted 610 

photometric distribution file (IES file). Would you support this approach to generate QPL fixture 611 

information from submitted IES files? What are the major questions or complicating issues you 612 

have with this proposal, and what are your suggestions to address them? 613 

 614 

Please provide your responses to these key questions in the Excel-based SSL V5.0 Comment Form, under 615 

the Glare tab.  616 
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Flicker  617 

Rationale 618 

Whether perceptible or not, most conventional light sources modulate luminous flux and intensity, 619 

commonly known as flicker. Fluorescent luminaires with magnetic ballasts are commonly cited as flicker 620 

offenders, but SSL sources flicker too, primarily as a function of the driver, as its job is to regulate 621 

current to the LEDs. Humans perceive flicker in different ways depending on a number of factors, such 622 

as frequency of the flicker, amount of light modulation, duration of exposure, brightness, contrast, 623 

motion of the light and/or observer, and more. 624 

Flicker control is relevant for: 625 

• Task performance (distraction, reduction in reading and comprehension rates) 626 

• Safety (objects appear to be moving at different rates/speeds than they truly are due to the 627 

stroboscopic effect) 628 

• Wellbeing (annoyance, eyestrain, headaches, migraine, seizures) 629 

Luminaires that exhibit flicker can have a range of impacts on occupants, from eyestrain and discomfort 630 

leading to losses in productivity, or more serious health impacts such as migraines and seizures. Flicker 631 

can interfere with other aspects of buildings as well, such as video cameras, imaging equipment, and 632 

barcode scanners. High frequency stroboscopic flicker can be dangerous when working with machinery, 633 

as flickering light can create an optical illusion of slowing or stopping rotating parts. These reasons and 634 

more indicate a need for standardization and consideration in the DLC’s policy requirements to mitigate 635 

the occurrence of flicker in DLC qualified products. 636 

Definition 637 

The DLC uses “flicker” as a generic term to describe three categories of Temporal Light Artifacts (TLA) 638 

that all result from the variation in light output from a light source over time. TLA is an undesired change 639 

in visual perception induced by a light stimulus (Temporal Light Modulation, TLM) whose luminance or 640 

spectral distribution fluctuates with time. TLA includes the following categories: 641 

• Flicker (< 80Hz): Perception of visual unsteadiness for a static observer in a static environment. 642 

• Stroboscopic Effect (80Hz – 2,000Hz): Change of motion perception for a static observer in a 643 

non-static environment 644 

• Phantom Array Effect (also known as the Ghost effect) (80Hz – 2,500Hz): Change in perceived 645 

shape or spatial layout of objects for a non-static observer in an otherwise static environment 646 

Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements 647 

SSL products must meet the thresholds using the referenced Methods of Evaluation outlined in Table 648 

11. Because dimmers can introduce flicker to SSL products if not carefully engineered for combined 649 

operation, it is critical to report flicker performance at multiple levels of dimming, as well as at full 650 

output. A sample reporting table is shown in Table 12. 651 
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Table 11: Draft Flicker Testing and Reporting Requirements 652 

Metric 

Current 

V4.4 

Require-

ments 

V5.0 Draft Requirements 

Method of 

Evaluation 
Threshold 

Reported 
Tier 1 Tier 2 

Short Term 

Flicker (Pst) 
n/a 

≤1.0 at 100% and 20% 
light output 

Pst at 100%, 20%, and 

minimum fraction of light 

output 

ANSI/IES LM-xx-

19 Approved 

Method: 

Measuring 

Optical 

Waveforms for 

use in 

Temporal Light 

Artifact (TLA) 

Calculations 33 

Stroboscopic 

Visibility 

Measure 

(SVM) 

n/a 

≤0.4 at 

100% and 

20% light 

output 

≤0.9 at 

100% and 

20% light 

output 

SVM at 100%, 20%, and 

minimum fraction of light 

output 

Percent 

Flicker 
n/a 

No required threshold 

Report values at 100%, 20%, 

and minimum fraction of light 

output for frequencies under 

40, 90, 200, 400, and 1,000 

Hertz 
Flicker Index n/a 

 653 

Table 12: Sample Reporting Table: Flicker 654 

Metric 
Value at 100% 

Light Output 

Value at 20% 

Light Output 

Value at 

Minimum Light 

Output 

Short Term Flicker (Pst)    

Stroboscopic Visibility Measure (SVM)    

Percent amplitude modulation; 1,000 Hz cut-off    

Percent amplitude modulation; 400 Hz cut-off    

Percent amplitude modulation; 200 Hz cut-off    

Percent amplitude modulation; 90 Hz cut-off    

Percent amplitude modulation; 40 Hz cut-off    

Flicker Index; 1,000 Hz cut-off    

Flicker Index; 400 Hz cut-off    

Flicker Index; 200 Hz cut-off    

Flicker Index; 90 Hz cut-off    

Flicker Index; 40 Hz cut-off    

 655 

                                                           

33 ANSI/IES LM-xx-19 Approved Method: Measuring Optical Waveforms for use in Temporal Light Artifact (TLA) 

Calculations has yet to be published but is expected in 2019. 
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Considerations 656 

This policy was developed based on research of existing literature and outreach to experts within the 657 

field. From this research and outreach, the DLC observed a lack of standardization around flicker and 658 

revealed little alignment around the proper metrics and appropriate thresholds.  659 

The DLC does not currently have flicker-related QPL reporting requirements. A main concern of QPL 660 

users is that as manufacturers look to cut costs, there is a potential decrease in quality with a resulting 661 

increase of light flicker. In response to this concern from stakeholders, the DLC set out to identify 662 

appropriate metrics that best represent flicker performance across products and applications. This 663 

included identifying the metrics that will allow DLC stakeholders to clearly understand how a product 664 

performs and how it compares to similar products, while minimizing the testing burden on 665 

manufacturers. It also included researching acceptable levels of flicker and stroboscopic effects that 666 

could serve as a minimum requirement for listing on the QPL, alongside other SSL Technical 667 

Requirements. 668 

At this point in time, there are generally two dominant perspectives on appropriate sets of metrics:  669 

• IEEE PAR 1789-2015 - Recommended Practices for Modulating Current in High-Brightness LEDs 670 

for Mitigating Health Risks to Viewers 671 

o Uses amplitude modulation (percent flicker) and frequency to plot product performance 672 

on a Low Risk / No Effect chart that allows users to easily compare products against one 673 

another. 674 

o California’s Building Energy Efficiency Standards, known as Title 24, contains flicker 675 

requirements using a percent flicker and frequency threshold. 676 

• NEMA 77-2017 - Temporal Light Artifacts: Test Methods and Guidance for Acceptance Criteria,  677 

o Uses Short Term Flicker (Pst) and Stroboscopic Visibility Measure (SVM), which are more 678 

sophisticated metrics displayed in an easy to understand single-digit value, to measure 679 

flicker performance. 680 

o NEMA 77 includes recommendations for both Pst and SVM thresholds 681 

Because of the QPL design and intent, the DLC wants users to understand the minimum requirements 682 

and be able to compare performance between products. As such, the draft V5.0 requirements include 683 

requirements from both dominant perspectives: Pst and SVM as described in NEMA 77, and percent 684 

flicker and frequency as described in IEEE PAR 1789. Additionally, the draft requirements include 685 

reporting on Flicker Index, which accounts for average peak-to-peak amplitude, wave-form shape, and 686 

duty cycle of the flicker. Requiring these four metrics will provide DLC stakeholders with all of the 687 

information they need to decide if a product has the right flicker performance for their application.  688 

Finally, it should be noted that while the NEMA 77 recommended value of Pst = 1.0 is proposed within 689 

the V5.0 Technical Requirements, the DLC is proposing a two-tier approach to SVM which are both lower 690 

than the recommended limit of SVM = 1.6 in NEMA 77. As described in a recently released interim study 691 

by Jennifer Veitch and Christophe Martinsons on detection of the stroboscopic effect34, an SVM of 0.9 692 

means 25% of the population will see the flicker 63% of the time and an SVM of 0.4 means that just 10% 693 

                                                           

34 Visual Perception under Energy-Efficient Light Sources - Detection of the Stroboscopic Effect Under Low Levels of 

SVM. 2018 

https://standards.ieee.org/standard/1789-2015.html
https://standards.ieee.org/standard/1789-2015.html
https://www.nema.org/Standards/Pages/Temporal-Light-Artifacts-Test-Methods-and-Guidance-for-Acceptance-Criteria.aspx
https://www.eceee.org/static/media/uploads/site-2/news/iea_4e_ssl_annex_svm_report.interim_results3.pdf
https://www.eceee.org/static/media/uploads/site-2/news/iea_4e_ssl_annex_svm_report.interim_results3.pdf
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of people will detect stroboscopic flicker. The DLC found these levels appropriate and proposed them as 694 

Tier 2 and Tier 1 levels, respectively.  695 

Key Questions: Flicker 696 

1. What are the major questions or complicating issues you have with the metrics proposed and 697 

methods of evaluation? What are your suggestions to address them? 698 

2. To help ensure DLC qualified lighting does not produce negative health or safety implications, 699 

the DLC has referenced the latest research in recommending SVM threshold values of 0.4 for 700 

Tier 1 and 0.9 for Tier 2. What specifically would be the impact of these levels on existing 701 

products in the market? What impact would the levels have on product design and the cost of 702 

products? 703 

3. Flicker performance will vary depending on the dimmer installed in the application, which may be 704 

different from the dimmer the product was tested with for qualification. How best can the DLC 705 

address this? 706 

Please provide your responses to these key questions in the Excel-based SSL V5.0 Comment Form, under 707 

the Flicker tab.  708 
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Draft Technical Requirements: 709 

Controllability 710 

Controllability 711 

Rationale 712 

The long service life that can be expected from modern SSL products is a great benefit.  However, if a 713 

product is installed in an un- or under-controlled state, this same long service life can ensure that it will 714 

remain as such for five to ten years. When considering the extra savings possible from controls – both 715 

networked lighting controls (NLC) and non-networked controls – installations with no or minimal 716 

controls represent a large opportunity cost. Figure 10 shows the savings potential from NLC systems 717 

when aggressively supported by electric utilities.35 718 

 719 

Figure 10: U.S. non-residential (C&I) savings potential by REEO, without NLC (left) and with NLC (right) 720 

 721 

                                                           

35 Figure and data from: https://www.designlights.org/resources/energy-savings-potential-of-dlc-commercial-

lighting-and-networked-lighting-controls/ 

https://www.designlights.org/resources/energy-savings-potential-of-dlc-commercial-lighting-and-networked-lighting-controls/
https://www.designlights.org/resources/energy-savings-potential-of-dlc-commercial-lighting-and-networked-lighting-controls/
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By ensuring that listed products meet certain controllability standards and enhancing the QPL’s 722 

information relating to a product’s ability to be controlled, the DLC aims to support lighting decision 723 

makers in identifying and promoting products that can be more easily controlled, thereby increasing 724 

adoption of controls.    725 

The DLC’s research found that understanding which controls are compatible for a project’s products 726 

remains complicated, with frequent reference to technical documentation in inconsistent formats and 727 

availabilities.  By centralizing a uniform description of basic elements of controllability, the DLC’s 728 

updated reporting will reduce confusion and make it easier to find the most energy-saving and effective 729 

solution possible. 730 

Definitions 731 

This policy will reference three areas: dimming, integral controls, and controls compatibility. 732 

• Dimming: Per NEMA LSD-64, Continuous Dimming is defined as a lighting control strategy that 733 

varies the light output of a lighting system over a continuous range from full light output to a 734 

minimum light output without flickering in imperceptible steps.  Stepped Dimming is defined as 735 

a lighting control strategy that varies the output of lamps in one or more predetermined steps 736 

of greater than one percent of full output.  The changes between levels are generally 737 

perceptible. 738 

• Integral Controls: The DLC defines Integral Controls as the capability to have sensing and control 739 

of output light state based on this sensing, installed for each product, and directly integrated or 740 

embedded into the product form factor during the manufacturing process.   741 

• Controls Compatibility: The capability to receive and implement commanded changes to the 742 

dimmed state, color setting, timing, etc.  743 

Draft Testing and Reporting Requirements 744 

Table 13: Controllability Testing and Reporting Requirements 745 

Metric 
Current V4.4 

Requirements 
Draft Requirement Method of Evaluation 

Dimming 

Reporting of dimming 

capability required for 

all products 

Dimming capability 

required for all 

products, with 

category exceptions. 

Continuous dimming 

required for indoor, 

stepped dimming for 

outdoor. 

Product documentation 
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Integral Controls 

Reporting optional, 

with Yes/No answers of 

whether product has 

integral controls 

(Reporting required for 

Premium). 

Required to report, 

with additional 

information provided 

Product documentation 

Controls compatibility None 

Required to report 

method of inducing 

dimming in the 

product. 

Product documentation 

 746 

Dimming Requirements 747 

• Dimming is proposed to be a required capability for luminaires, retrofit kits, and lamps. 748 

• Categories exempted from this requirement are: case lighting, landscape accent/flood, specialty 749 

hazardous, and specialty sports flood. These exemptions are due to the unique nature of these 750 

applications making them unsuitable or unlikely for general controls application. For example, 751 

hazardous location products have safety considerations beyond saving energy that they must 752 

primarily consider, and specialty sports flood products are often connected to more 753 

sophisticated theatrical-style control systems. 754 

• Dimming must be continuous for indoor categories. It must be at least stepped for outdoor 755 

categories. 756 

• Dimming can be satisfied by either of two approaches: 757 

o Demonstrating via product documentation that the product can dim according to an 758 

external communications signal. 759 

o Demonstrating via product documentation that the product can dim in response to a 760 

generally used modulation of the power signal (i.e. phase-cut dimming).   761 

o This second proposed approach is an acknowledgement of the challenges in dimming 762 

lamps that have prescribed socket form factors, and that dimming commands for 763 

certain product classes may be non-addressable and sent from already-existing 764 

equipment that is impractical or expensive to replace. 765 

• The DLC does not issue requirements around dimming control protocol (0-10V, DALI, etc.) for 766 

this requirement.  The act of dimming itself is the focus of this requirement. 767 

Integral Controls 768 

• Reporting of “Yes/No” about integral controls for all products is required. 769 

• If “Yes”, products must provide more detail on a set of yet-to-be-determined control and data 770 

collection modes (occupancy, daylight, temperature, energy measurement, etc.).  These modes 771 

would not be evaluated against any standards and treated as simple assertions of capability, and 772 

validated with references in product documentation. 773 
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Controls Compatibility 774 

• Reporting of the protocol (0-10V, DALI, on-board sensing, phase-cut, etc.) used for commanding 775 

dimmed states of SSL products is required.  This could be used to perform a “self-service QPL 776 

linkage” when comparing NLC systems that offer the same protocol. 777 

• The DLC may evaluate the potential, in limited cases, for a “soft” SSL-NLC linkage for SSL 778 

products with integrated controls available that report NLC capability.  Equity and the balance 779 

between within-OEM and cross-OEM relationships would need to be fairly addressed before the 780 

DLC moves in this direction. 781 

Considerations  782 

A dimming requirement received strong support from nearly all stakeholders engaged through the DLC’s 783 

research, since dimming enhances product controllability while supporting quality aspects. The DLC’s 784 

analysis showed a high rate of dimmable products in both indoor and outdoor luminaire and retrofit kit 785 

categories on its existing QPL. A minimal cost impact is expected since commodity drivers are widely 786 

dimmable. The DLC found that lamps do have lower rates of dimming, but stakeholders were generally 787 

still supportive of requiring some form of dimming in these categories.  788 

Enacting a dimming requirement for luminaires but not lamps could create a bias towards less expensive 789 

lamps, since the dimming-capable equipment would not need to be present in lamps, simplifying design 790 

and lowering cost. This would counter the DLC’s intent to emphasize sector-wide controllability and 791 

would compound the issue of installing LED products with no or limited controls.  Overlaying the DLC’s 792 

proposed flicker reporting would also help ensure that the subjective quality of the dimmed products’ 793 

performance remains satisfactory as well.   794 

The continuous dimming requirement for indoor lighting is recommended to enable task tuning and 795 

daylight dimming while ensuring occupant satisfaction. Stepped dimming for adaptive control and/or 796 

part-night dimming is a reasonable option for outdoor products since continuously-present observers 797 

are less of a concern and the strategy meets code requirements in most jurisdictions 798 

A large majority of stakeholders indicated that the current integral controls reporting on the QPL is not 799 

sufficient.  Nearly all responded that providing more detailed information would be helpful to specifiers, 800 

customers, and utilities. Respondents were concerned about any reporting requirement that would 801 

multiply the number of product variations. Therefore, the proposed solution maintains the “yes/no” 802 

reporting with an added field for more detail, similar to the approach used for dimming reporting. 803 

Stakeholders appreciated the concept of a linkage between the SSL and NLC QPLs but shared universal 804 

concern about vetting and maintaining accurate information about each product’s compatibility with a 805 

listed NLC system. 806 

As a first step to addressing compatibility, the DLC will collect and report information about the dimming 807 

protocol to aid specifiers and customers in identifying solutions that may work together. If “NLC” is a 808 

response option for the more detailed integral controls reporting, the DLC can evaluate the accuracy 809 

and effectiveness of this soft linkage to the NLC QPL using these products. 810 
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Key Questions: Controllability 811 

1. Does the proposed dimming requirement conflict with other “quality” aspects of Version 5.0? 812 

2. By not specifying explicit standards for dimming or control input, the DLC aims to make 813 

reporting simple and minimally burdensome, especially during this time of rapid evolution in the 814 

lighting industry.  What risks do stakeholders face from this reduced rigidity? 815 

3. Are there other aspects of controllability for lamps, luminaires, and retrofit kits that the DLC 816 

should consider within V5.0? 817 

4. Are there other General Applications/Primary Usage Designations that should be exempted 818 

from a dimming requirement?  If so, please provide data and rationale. 819 

5. What capability information for integral controls should the DLC collect and report? 820 

Please provide your responses to these key questions in the Excel-based SSL V5.0 Comment Form, under 821 

the Controllability tab.  822 
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Other Topics Under Consideration 823 

The DLC is considering a number of other topics to include in the next draft of V5.0 and requests 824 

comment from stakeholders on the following using the “Other Topics” tab in the Comment Form: 825 

• From your individual industry perspective, rank Topics 1-6 in order of priority for the DLC to 826 

address.  827 

• Do you support or not support the DLC addressing these topics as proposed? 828 

• Identify any major issues or concerns you have with what is proposed with each topic and how 829 

they might be addressed. 830 

Table 14: Other topics under consideration for inclusion in Version 5.0 831 

Topic 

No.  
Topic Description 

1 DLC 

Premium 

The current DLC Premium designation is awarded to products that that achieve 

a higher level of efficacy (typically 15% higher than minimum DLC efficacy), 

demonstrate improved luminous flux maintenance performance (L90 ≥ 50,000 

hours), and pass an in-situ temperature measurement test of the driver. The 

DLC has received feedback that many products that achieve the Premium 

designation through higher efficacies have done so at the expense of lighting 

quality, for example by compromising the glare or optical control of the 

product which can be a trade-off with efficacy. The DLC is considering revising 

the Premium designation to incorporate additional quality metrics including 

glare, color quality, distribution, controllability, and other factors that would 

appropriately account for the potential trade-offs between efficacy and 

lighting quality, potentially using the tiers as proposed in this document. The 

DLC would seek to develop a system that would only award the Premium 

designation to products that demonstrate both high efficiency and quality of 

light performance.   
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Topic 

No.  
Topic Description 

2 DLC Product 

Information 

Sheet 

The DLC is considering a standardized .pdf “DLC Product Information Sheet” 

for each listing. This .pdf formatted sheet would combine both written and 

graphical product information and make it downloadable in a standardized 

format for QPL users. Designers, specifiers, and end-users could use these 

sheets to understand products and utilities could accept the sheets as 

evidence the product is listed. The sheet will include several plots or graphics 

made from QPL product data, enabling users to better understand the product 

data. This may include a manufacturer logo, manufacturer link, product photo, 

basic product information, as well as glare, distribution, flicker, color quality, 

and circadian performance information and charts. The sheet could either be 

customizable, where users can select what info they want on the spec sheet, 

or standardized, where the spec sheet and content is the same for every 

product. The sheet would reflect the date the product is qualified. 

3 Non-

Standard 

Form 

Factors 

Manufacturers continue to leverage LED technology to create new form 

factors of luminaires that were not possible with traditional lighting 

technology. This innovation is exciting for the industry and can provide 

additional benefits; however, many of these products have been challenged in 

qualifying with the DLC because they do not align with the current DLC 

category and requirements structure that is based on traditional form factors. 

The DLC previously developed a system to allow manufacturers to specify a 

“Specialty” designation to allow some of these non-standard products to 

qualify under certain conditions; however, some products are still not able to 

align with this structure. The DLC is considering other approaches or 

mechanisms to enable new form factors of products that can demonstrate 

high quality and efficiency to be qualified. One concept under consideration is 

to create a broad new non-standard form factor or luminaire category for 

products that do not meet the current traditional form factor structure or any 

“Specialty” designations. While these products may not qualify for some utility 

program incentive or rebate offerings that are based on traditional product 

form factors and categories, they may qualify for other utility programs and 

provide value to other DLC stakeholders such as designers, specifiers, and end-

users in ensuring the efficiency and quality performance of the products. 

4 Platform 

Qualification 

Similar to the non-standard form factors issue described above, some 

manufacturers have been challenged with qualifying certain types of products 

that are more modular in nature and built-to-order that do not match 

traditional form factors. The products that have been brought to the DLC’s 

attention are typically linear products that can be built to any length, in some 

cases in increments of less than 1” and in total lengths that can exceed 100’ or 

more. The number of unique configurations and SKUs of these products when 
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Topic 

No.  
Topic Description 

all of the length and other product options and variations are accounted for 

creates a scenario where many thousands of configurations would need to be 

individually qualified and listed with the DLC in order for a single modular 

product platform to be qualified. While these products may not qualify for 

some utility program incentive or rebate offerings that are based on traditional 

product form factors and categories, they may qualify for other utility 

programs and provide value to other DLC stakeholders such as designers, 

specifiers, and end-users in ensuring the efficiency and quality performance of 

the products. 

5 Reference 

Housings 

The DLC requires lamps and retrofit kits to be tested within traditional 

reference housings to demonstrate suitability of the product for the 

application in which it is meant to be used.  Linear lamps are required to be 

tested as a bare lamp as well as in a troffer. This adds cost and complication to 

the testing and qualification process and creates challenges in obtaining the 

housings that are increasingly no longer sold. As the DLC has gained 

confidence in the performance of some of these products and has heard 

concerns of the variability in performance depending on which reference 

housing is used, it is under consideration to eliminate the reference housing 

requirement for linear lamps. The DLC is also investigating the necessity of 

reference housing testing for MogLEDs, CFLEDs, and retrofit kits. Additional 

concerns exist with MogLEDs, CFLEDs, and retrofit kits, which have less 

predictable performance, and both retrofit kits and MogLEDs are qualified for 

specific uses rather than general use like CFLEDs and TLEDs. 

6 Dark-Sky 

Friendly 

Luminaires 

The DLC is considering indicating glare-related light trespass and/or dark-sky 

rating compliance on the QPL, based on BUG Rating, for outdoor fixtures. 

These would give QPL users the ability to easily cross-reference the uplight and 

glare components of the BUG rating with the specification set by the 

International Dark-Sky Association or the Smart Outdoor Lighting Alliance. 

 832 

https://www.darksky.org/our-work/lighting/lighting-for-industry/fsa/
http://volt.org/
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